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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Geigerrig Rig 1600 3L Hydration Pack G4 1600 GMCT,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Hydration Packs Geigerrig.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Geigerrig Rig 1600 3L Hydration Pack G4 1600 GMCT

        The user manual for the Geigerrig Rig 1600 3L Hydration Pack G4 1600 GMCT provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Optics  -  Outdoor Gear  -  Hydration Packs.
        


        GeigerRig combined their innovative pressurized hydration system with a durable and versatile pack to create the gunmetal citrus Rig 1600 3L Hydration Pack. The pressurizing system eliminates the need to inefficiently suck water through the drink tube like in conventional hydration designs. To pressurize the bladder, simply pump the included bulb to fill a separate chamber with air. Triple-layer welded seams ensure a leak-free system, especially when under pressure. When you squeeze the bite valve, the water sprays out without needing to actively suck on the valve. The advantage to having the water under pressure is that it allows you to get more water versus suck systems, plus it provides an easy way to share water. Additional benefits are that you can spray your face/neck to cool down or to clean wounds - unlike conventional systems. The entire top of the bladder opens for easier filling and closes with a sturdy slide-top. Cleaning the bladder is easy as well: simply reach into the bladder, turn it inside out and put it on the top shelf of your dishwasher.        
      
	        
        If you own a Geigerrig hydration packs and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Geigerrig Rig 1600 3L Hydration Pack G4 1600 GMCT in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Geigerrig Rig 1600 3L Hydration Pack G4 1600 GMCT:
  Specifications
   	 Material 	 Ballistic rip-stop nylon 
	 Capacity 	 Hydration engine: 100 oz / 3 L
Pack: 1600 cu in / 4064 cu cm 
	 Carrying Options 	 Padded shoulder straps
Top carry handle 
	 Dimension 	 21.5 x 13.0" / 54.6 x 33.0 cm 
	 Weight 	 3.4 lb / 1.5 kg 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 3.3 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 22.3 x 13.4 x 3.3" 

 
 
  
    Reversible Reservoir - GEIGERRIG - Pressurized Hydration - Benefits
   
 GEIGERRIG Hydration Packs - Pressurized Hydration Packs
   
 GEIGERRIG 2013 Decree
   
 
  
 
 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the Geigerrig Rig 1600 3L Hydration Pack G4 1600 GMCT can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new hydration packs, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Geigerrig users keep a unique electronic library
        for Geigerrig hydration packss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Geigerrig Rig 1600 3L Hydration Pack G4 1600 GMCT.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Geigerrig Rig 1600 3L Hydration Pack G4 1600 GMCT, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the hydration packs.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Geigerrig service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Geigerrig Rig 1600 3L Hydration Pack G4 1600 GMCT. User manuals are also
        available on the Geigerrig website under Optics  -  Outdoor Gear  -  Hydration Packs.
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